Jean Burns, associate professor, Department of Biology

Books and Publications

Lauren Calandruccio, associate professor, Louis D. Beaumont University
Professor II, Department of Psychological Sciences

Awards and Honors
- Named Fellow of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA)
- Received 2020 Hearing Editor's Award from the Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research
- Received Think Big Leadership Award

Dale Dannefer, professor, Department of Sociology

Books and Publications
- Age and the Reach of Sociological Imagination: Power, Ideology and the Life Course by Dale Dannefer

Other Achievements
- Accepted to symposium on age and cumulative disadvantage submitted for this year’s Gerontological Society of America’s meeting in Phoenix in November of 2021.
Ross Duffin, Distinguished University Professor Emeritus, Department of Music

Books and Publications

Pavel Fileviez Perez, associate professor, Department of Physics

Books and Publications

National and International Conference Presentations
- Probing the Nature of Neutrinos with New Forces, Plenary talk given at 20th Lomonosov Conference on Elementary Particle Physics, Aug 20, 2021.

Lydia Kisley, Warren E. Rupp Assistant Professor, Department of Physics

Books and Publications

Awards and Honors
- NIH NIGMS Maximizing Investigators' Research Award for Early Stage Investigators (MIRA R35), (8/1/2021—6/30/2026), “Super-resolution imaging of protein dynamics in the extracellular matrix,” PI, $1,918,914

Other Achievements
- Participant in Quantum Biology Square Workshop through a NSF Research Coordination Network, Virtual, September 1st, 3rd, 10th, and 17th, 2021. Hosts: Justin Caram and Clarice Aiello
- Began collaborative research through the Expanding Horizons Initiative on “Single-molecule imaging of f-element separations to advance purification design,” PI Kisley with Co-PI Christine Duval
Walter Lambrect, professor, Department of Physics

Books and Publications


Other Achievements


Kelly McMann, professor, Department of Political Science

Books and Publications

- Kelly M. McMann and Daniel Tisch. 2021. Democratic Regimes and Epidemic Deaths. V-Dem Working Paper 126. University of Gothenburg: Varieties of Democracy Institute. (Co-Author Daniel Tisch is associate professor, Department of Population and Quantitative Health Sciences, School of Medicine and director, Master of Public Health Program at CWRU. The research was funded by a CWRU College of Arts and Sciences Expanding Horizons Initiative Grant.)

Einav Rabinovitch-Fox, lecturer, Department of History

Books and Publications

Rachel Sternberg, associate professor, Department of Classics

Books and Publications

Elisabeth Werner, professor, Department of Mathematics, Applied Mathematics and Statistics

Awards and Honors
- Renewal: NSF Grant "Convexity and Applications" (2021-2024).

National and International Conference Presentations
- Main Organizer of a Trimester "The Interplay between High-Dimensional Geometry and Probability" at the Hausdorff Institute, Bonn Germany.

Shulei Zhang, assistant professor, Department of Physics

Books and Publications